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Ex-Counterspy

Handel's The Messiah' Sunday

Poker Lesson

"Save your voices!
me your teeth."

CAST MLMBERS of "All lh» ling's M«n" rehears* for lh* perlormances to
b* qlren tonight and tomorrow night at 8:IS In tho main auditorium. The play,
which had 1U first viewing last night deals with modern science, politics and
raw human emotions In the naturalistic siyl*.

University Players Present
Thought-Stirring Performance
By Nancy Id.n
NEWS Staff Wrllei
An attentive audience listened
and watched the University Players present an admirable performance of Robert Warren's "All the
King's Men" last night.
The significance of the play
was revealed in the final scenes
as characters took on their own
true meanings.
The actors themselves must
have found satisfaction in the significance of their presentation.
Although there were some shaky
spots, the meaning of their portrayals came through clearly in
the end.
Willie Stark as played by James
Panowski was the true politician,
with a ruthlessness for power that
showed in his stance and his voice.
Dave Huffman gave to Dr. Stanton the quiet, yet attention commanding voice that bespeaks a
man of resignation.
And Ron Van Lieu held the
audience with the power of his
dramatic pauses which led to a
dramatic climax in one scene.
Those "shaky" spots-—the opening scenes—left the audience attempting to sort out the characters and their relationships. The
play moved slowly through these
beginning scenes, giving no indication that the scenes were building toward something or that this
would not be the entire tone of

Board Votes No
On 'Ugly Woman'
For Charity Drive
Would any coed want to be
known as the ugliest woman on
campus?
The Charities Board of Student
Cabinet has decided that no woman would want this title. The
Board decided it would sponsor
only the Ugly Man Contest during
the Charities Drive rather than
having both an Ugly Man and an
Ugly Woman Contest.
Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity, will sponsor the
contest in conjunction with the
Charities Board.
World
University
Service,
CARE, Mental Health, Muscular
Dystrophy, and the Student Emergency Fund are being considered
as possible recipients.
An information night will be
held the week before the Charities
Drive to explain the charities
drive to representatives from the
dormitories.

the play. This seemed to result as
a lack of change in the characters
themselves. Each spoke with a
certain restraint and without an
expected response.
The loudspeaker used was jarring, but effective. However, it
could have been turned down just
a bit and that effectiveness stilt
would have been achieved. The
loudspeaker became un actor itself as the announcer hailed a
touchdown by the Golden Bob,
Tom Stark.
It was a play lo keep the audl
ence thinking. The constant lla.h
backing meant remembering why
and how Will)* or Lucy Stark or
Jack Burden became what they
were.
There were thrills and chills to
"All the King's Men," but the impact lay in the question. "What
is Truth?" There were ups and
down to the performance, but the
high spots are remembered over
the low. There were crowd scenes
to fill the stage, but "what Stark
was" filled the auditorium.
John Hepler once more designed a
naturalistic
setting,
marked by geometric shapes and
qualitative lighting.
The play is a story ot a
Southern politician who achieved
Ihe powir o| a dictator In hli
■tat*. But as many a tale oi a 111
lie man with great power, Willie
Stark loses other things which
art) valuable to him.
He would build a hospistal but
could that hospital, though it ■
purpose for good, be built out of
corruption and deceit? This is
not only one of the main themes
of the play, it is a main theme of
philosophers of the ages.
"All the King's Men" throws
some hard theatrical light on the
subject. Performances are scheduled tonight and tomorrow night
to begin at 8:15.
Parents of students enrolled at the
TJnlTcrslly have received brochures
containing
information
concerning
The University Life Plan." The appllca
lion Is to be) returned to the company
offices In Virginia, but the brochures
were postmarked in Bowling Green.
Students are urged by the administration lo notify their parents that this
plan is not University sponsored nor
did the University know anything about
1L
"We are In no position to say
whether the program is good or bad."
Enrln J. Kreischer. University treasurer,
stated yesterday.

Mail Swamps Post Office;
Mid-December Sees Peak
By Tom Walton
NEWS Beporter
For the first time, Dec. 24 has
been declared a holiday (from
work) for United States government employees. However, don't
think that includes post office
employees.
The annual deluge of cards, letters, and packages that is a trademark of the Christmas season has
already begun, and a vacation for
postal workers at this time of
year is unheard of.
The city of Toledo is a good
example of the typical large city's
mail handling problems during
the Christmas season. On an average day the Toledo Postal Sys-
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Chorus, Orchestra To Present

Relates Kings
By Doris Davtes
NEWS Reporter
Daniel T. Moore, head of counterspy activities in Cairo, Egypt,
during World War II, spoke on
"The Terrible Game of Spies and
Spy Warfare" Wednesday. The
life expectancy for a spy is 2 Mi
years and for a man who played
the spy tanir and won, Mr. Moore
gave an interesting and thought
provoking lecture on offensive
techniques, King Faruk of Egypt,
and lessons in cryptography.
The "corner technique" was one
of the methods of "staying alive"
while working in the Cairo spy
ring. Because of the German occupied islands of the Mediterranean, Cairo was "blacked out"
throughout the war.
Spying in a completely dark city
is a dangerous business and therefore, the spies traveled in pairs
for protection. Both would walk
down the center of the street, one
watching one corner, the other
watching the opposite corner.
Each spy carried a flushlight
in one hand and a gun in the
other. In the words of Mr. Moore,
"Either you get used to the 'corner
technique' in three or four weeks
or you go home for a nervous
breakdown."
While Mr. Moore was stationed
in Cairo under cover, acting as
a State Department official, King
Faruk was one of his best contacts. The King, a graduate of
Cambridge, became interested in
American poker while in college.
It was through Friday night poker
parties in Cairo that Mr. Moore
obtained some of his most useful
information.
One
night King
Faruk was playing with some
Americans and Mr. Moore for a
stake of $1,300, and losing was
one thing which the King would
not tolerate.
He had two kings in his hand
and he laid them on the table. Another player, an American, laid
three Jacks of Knaves on the table
and said, "I won." The king replied, "but I am the third king; I
won!" Afraid to call the king a
cheat, yet unable to let the King
take advantage of him, the American said, "You are wrong; I am
the fourth Knave. I win." "So it
goes in the foreign intelligence
service; you try to get them before they get you," said Mr.
Moore.
Mr. Moore said that cryptography, the science of decoding
ciphers, was one of our most valuable assets during the war.
After
obtaining
censorship
rights, the American spies started
steaming open letters for information. The aim of censorship
was to read and decode letters
without letting the other side
know. If the enemy discovered
their letters had been read, the
spy was moved out and the contact loat.
The Germans invented a machine to detect letters which had
been steamed open and we countered this with X-rays. They came
back with opaque envelopes and
we countered with still another
method. This acting and counteracting is, in essence, the basis of
the spy system.
The purpose of each spy is to
be one jump ahead of the opposition, and the longer the jump, the
better. If we do ever have a World
War III — and in Mr. Moore's
opinion, we will not — the victor,
if there is one, will be the one
who has the biggest jump in the
ring of spies.

>^^\n

tem handles 1,200,000 pieces of
mail. However, during the 10-day
period preceding Christmas, this
figure usually jumps to three million pieces daily, and this does
not include packages, said John
M. Tertel, postmaster for the city
of Toledo. In fact, the daily handle on a bulk basis, packages included, may increase as much as
eight times more than normal during: the Christmas rush.
This rash usually hits Its peak
about Dec. IS or II when the flow
of Christmas cards and packages
stops climbing, and this level Is
normally maintained until Christ
mas.
Of course, all this extra work

at Christmas-time could never be
handled by the regular post office crews. Toledo hires 400 temporary employees and rents 80 additional delivery vehicles during
the Christmas season.
N'o matter how much extra help
is hired, everything depends on
the weather, emphasized Mr. Tertel. Just one or two severe snow
storms before Christmas can keep
thousands of pieces of mail from
reaching their destinations on
time.
These are just a few of the
problems Mr. Tertel faces each
Christmas season, but at least
other postmasters face them with
him.

Show

"Softly now — soft and
strong. Look at me; don't
bury yourself in your music.
Listen to that chord. O.K.,
now let's do some exercises."
Dr. Warren A. Joseph, director
of choral activities, and the six
hundred members of the Choral
Union were busy rehearsing Handel's "The Messiah."
The Choral Union, consisting of
the University Chorus, the A Cap
pella Choir, the Collegiate Chorale,
and other interested persons, prac
tlced every Monday evening from
7:30 lo 9 p.m. during the past two
months.
An afternoon rehearsal with the
University Symphony Orchestra
wus held Sunday in Memorial
Hall. Another practice will be
held Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
The orchestra, conducted by
Prof. Harry Kruger, director of
orchestral activities, will accompany the choral group. The orchestra is composed of students, fnculty, and townspeople.
Soloists Carol J. Jeffery, soprano, and Carolyn Hohn, contrnlto,
arc students of Sophie (linn, instructor in music. Robert D.
Stone, tenor soloist, is a student
of Robert W. Hohn, associate professor of music. Jon A. Eckert,
bass soloist, is currently studying
with Warren S. Allen, associate
professor of music.
Linda S. Melenbacker, a junior
from Rittman, has served as rehearsal accompanist for the choral
group.
"As a part of a continuing, longrange educational program for the
Choral Activities Organisation. It

Is planned that a complete per
foimance of 'The Messiah' will be
presented during the academic ca
reer of each student at the University." said Dr. Joseph.
"This is one of the reasons we
are interested in involving as many
participants as possible," continued the director. "In Handel's

Annual Formal
To Feature
Les Elgart
Les Elgart and his orchestra
will provide dancing music for the
annual Christmas Formal from
y p.m. to 1 a.m. tomorrow in the
ballroom. The dance, "Wintcrland
by Night," is sponsored by the
Association of Women Students
ami the Union Activities Organization.
Entertaining, during the intermission will bi' five natives of
Trinidad in the Carribean. These
men are known for their Calypso
and Limbo dancing.
Special 2 a.m. late permissions
will be granted by AWS to all
women. Dress for the dance is
semi-formal. Because the dame is
sptm.sored primarily by AWS in
conjunction with UAO, women
should ask the men.
Carol S. Oakley is general chairman of the Christmas Formal.
Members of the
Christmas
Formal committee are Charlotte

m .£, "1

BG Becomes
Prep School
For Singers
Bowling Green may soon become
known as a prep school for folk
singers.
One former BG student, and
one who is currently enrolled,
have attained professional status
in the entertainment industry.
Both have popular recordings on
the market.
John B. Hartman, 'fil, along
with a fellow student at the Ohio
State University, have released a
record under the name of "Hangmen." The titles of the songs arc
"Who's Gonna Hold Her Hand,"
and "Southwind."
Both men are studying dentistry at OSU, but they also intend
to continue with their music.
"Who's Gonna Hold Her Hand"
has received some airing on commercial radio already, and it seems
to be the "hit" side of the recording. The performers both sing and
play guitars with the songs. They
have a sound reminiscent of the
"Lettermen" recording group.
Dave Browning, a senior in the
College of Liberal Arts, also has
released a record recently.
"Scarlet Ribbons" is the title
of the side that figures to be
stressed most. It is a slow and intimate folk song. "Rovin' Gambler" is on the flip side of the
disk.
Browning is well known to many
students at Bowling Green as the
result of his entertainment work
at dormitory mixers, private campus parties, and other social
events in and around Bowling
Green during the last few years.

BG Student Takes 2nd
In Toledo Art Show
"Sunday Morning," a water
color by David N. Mack, senior in
the Colleges of Liberal Arts and
Education, majoring in art, won
second prize in the thirteenth annual Downtown Art Exhibition in
Toledo.
Held from Nov. 20 to Nov. 30
in the main lobby of the National
Bank of Toledo, the show attracted 60 paintings from Toledoarea artists.
Mack's water color portrayed
"a typical rural scene on an early
Sunday morning around Bowling
Green." The Toledo Artists Club,
sponsors of the show, presented
Mack with a $50 cash award for
winning second place.

Les Elgart
A. Anderson and Linda A. McFarland, decorations; Joan K. Hunsicker, publicity; Karen J. Bartel,
chaperones; Nancy J. Sines, programs; Patricia M. Thompson, invitations; Mary K. Kelly, project;
and Linda J. Holmnn, entertainment.

Students Rank High
In Speech Contests
Bowling Green students received high ratings in several
speech contests held recently at
other colleges and universities.
At the Novice Debate Tournament held Saturday at Butler University in Indianapolis, Eleanor
P. Bryan and Sandra A. Glendenning, representing the affirmative
case won three out of four debates over St. Mary's College, Columbus; Illinois State Normal
University, Normal 111.; and Southern Illinois University, De Kalb.
Colby Wells and Susan J. Horth,
representing the negative case,
won two out of four debates over
Purdue
University,
Lafayette,
Irnl., and the University of Southern Illinois, Carbondale.
The Novice Debate Tournament
was held for students in their
first year of debate.
Susan M. Keim won the State
Championship title in Peace Oratory at the Women's Individual
Events Tournament held Friday
and Saturday at the Ohio State
University.
Wendy L. Blakeley was a finalist in the selected manuscript reading event.
Miss Keim competed with nine
contestants for the Peace Oratory
Championship. A peace oratory
is on the subject of ways of
achieving world peace.

time, performances of this size
were a common practice," he added.
" 'The Messiah' is unique among
oratorios in that its events and
characters are depicted generally.
Then is no dialogue, because most
of the text is taken from the Old
Testament prophecies instead of
the New Testament narrative,"
explained Dr. Joseph.
The work is the story of redemption. Part 1 contains the
prophecies relating to Christ's
birth and earthly ministry. Part
II tells of His passion and resurrection and of the spread of the
gospel. Part III concerns the life
to come, won for man by Christ.
The performance will be at
7:30 p.m. Sunday in Memorial
Hall. There will be no admission
charge.

Theatre Plans
3 One-Acts
For Tuesday
"The Spirit of the Discontent,"
"The Cry of the (luilty," and "Narusha" arc the three original oneact plays which will be presented
at 7:.'.0 p.m., Tuesday, in the Joe
E. Brown Theatre.
The entire production will be
under the supervision of Dr.
Charles K Houghton, instructor
in speech. The plays for the production were produced by members of Dr. Boughton's classes in
dramatic theory and play-writing.
"The Spirit of the Discontent,"
written by I'aul (J. Alff, deals
with a cripple who yearns to be a
normal person. Through the means
of a magic mask, he temporarily
rids himself of his defect, to discover that his own existence is
more satisfactory. The play will
be directed by Thomas C. Parker.
"The Cry of the Guilty," by
Jonn A. Slebos, deals with the
trial of a man accused of a crime
ho did not commit. The unusual
feature of this plays is the chorus
of three women who serve as a
substitute for a jury. Each of the
three women expresses her opinion
on the guilt or innocence of the
accused. Carol K. Slate is the director.
A
psychological
experiment
with a man and his wife separated
by a wall is the subject of "Narusha," a one-act play by Thomas
H. Gressler. Directed by Janice C.
Graham, the characters in the play
are subjected to psychological
strains in an effort to break down
their resistance.
Tickets for the presentation are
now on sale in the Joe E. Brown
Theatre box office.

English Clinic
Offers Help
Peter V. I.ePage, intern instructor in English, announced that the
English Composition Clinic is now
"open for business."
'The main purpose of the clinic,"
he continued, "is to help upperclassmen who have already completed
the
required
writing
courses, but still feel that they
need help."
The hours for the clinic are,
weekly: Monday, 9 a.m. to noon;
Wednesday, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.;
Thursday, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.; and
Friday, 9 to 11 a.m. Upperclassmen may stop in at these times
or make an appointment by calling the Wooster House, Ext. 520.
"A series of individual conferences is the usual procedure,"
said Mr. LePage. "It is this series
of conferences," he continued,
"which, by making use of the ideal
individual - teacher relationship,
helps the teacher to determine the
student's particular problem and,
even more significant, helps the
student to overcome the problem."
Students visiting the clinic are
helped in such areas as spelling,
sentence construction, organization, purposeful writing, coherence, and others. "The clinic is
especially useful to students in
such fields as business and education, who will be required to
write well after they are graduated. Since they may not have had
any writing courses since English
102, the upperclassmen find the
clinic extremely useful."
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Exchange Student Sees
East-West Customs

Letters To The Editor
Union Monument
To the Editor:
How impressive will the new
"University Union" monument be?
Will it console the would-be student who is unable to Rain admittance to the University due to
overcrowded
conditions?
How
much will it do to alleviate the
inadequate library space that now
exists? It will undoubtedly add
to the prestige of the University
Union and to its commercialization, but will it prompt the state
legislation to appropriate much
needed funds for the academic
plant?
At a time when much concern
over the bleak prospects for future expansion is beinp; expressed,
perhaps it would be a Rood thing
if these questions were considered.
In short, it does not seem to be
"good business" to promote the
superfluous (regrrdless of where
the funds may come from) when
the essentials arc badly needed or
will be needed in the near future.
James L. Fry

Come Out Juniors
To the Editor:
Apparently the juniors were
too concerned with the front page
spread about KEY finalists to
see the rather prominent article
directly above it stating that a
Junior Class Mee.ting would be
held in the Grand Ballroom during Common Hour of this week.
The officers and others directly
concerned with the proposed $1,500 class project were there early
to arrange nearly 000 seats and
the microphones. The supposed
mass to represent the class totaled
three. Such a demonstration of
apathy is discouraging, to say the
least. Is this evidence of the great
interest and enthusiasm of the
class of 'fl-l? The project is unworthy of the class. I believe another meeting will be attempted

next week. Let's at least try to
get an even dozen there.
Peg Sawyer

How About A Daily
To tho Editor: (as sent to John J.
Gacrtner, David Hunger, the
NEWS, and Bruce G. Campbell)
We note with approval the passing of your resolution concerning
the publication of a daily BG
NEWS.
During the past few years, the
Student Education Association has
been in quite a dilemma concerning the publicizing of our increasing important campus activities.
We cite the following examples:
(1) So far this fall, we have
brought to the campus such noted
speakers as the president of the
Ohio State School Board and an
Ohio State senator. We obtained
more publicity for these speakers
from the local daily paper than
we did from the NEWS. (2) Last
spring when 050 high school students attended our annual High
School Career Day, pictures appeared in the Blade and the Sentinel-Tribune. The "Day" even
merited film coverage from a Toledo television station. Ironically,
enough, our attempts to obtain
coverage from the NEWS were
futile.
The Executive Committee of
the S.E.A. has passed a resolution
favoring an investigation into the
ways that campus organizations
could obtain better coverage in
the NEW.". We realize that the
NEWS cannot cover all of the
newsworthy events on campus with
the space now available, but hope
that the ideas expressed in your
resolution will prove to be the
solution to the problem. Please
call on us at any time if we may
be of help in the support of your
resolution.
Roger Penn, President,
S. E. A.

'Way Outs' Will Turn Into 'Ins'
At BG- Perhaps In 50 Years
By Doris Darlei
NEWS Reporter

Contrary to the claims of
the local merchants, no style
exists at Bowling Green. Just
the "ins" and the "outs."
Wind breakers, guitars,
suede dresses, levi's, and
loafers are "in"; tennis shoes,
trench coats, crewneck sweaters,
and bongos are "out".
And then, of course, there are
thoso which are "way out." To
Bowling Green students "way out"
is . . . "way out," but in the colleges and universities of the Kast
and Southwest, "way out" is "IN."
Sometimes "in" is represented
by fads nnd at other times by style.
Kor instance, it is not at all uncommon at Princeton or Northwestern to see u dungareed, sweatshirted, bearded, and hungover
student sitting next to, and on
equal terms with, a sharped-up,
green suited student with two
rows of brass buttons down the
front of his jacket.
Imagine If you can, such a
phenomenon at Bowling Green.
Visualise a sophisticated. model
type blonds walking Into your
deadest class wearing knee high
leather booti. bermuda length levi's
a black turtle-neck sweater and a
beaver coat It may have been
your deader,! class before but now
The deans, the administrotion,
and the counselors all soothe the
BG rebels with, "but Bowling
Green is such a young school! It
takes time for traditions to take
hold." Perhaps this is true, but
one cun easily think of at least
two reasons why Bowling Green
will probably always remain a
midwest "farm school."

One renson is that most of the
Bowling Green students are of
middle class families, and arc
afraid of their own shadows. They
fear that if they would leave
tho security of the conformists to
try something new, daring, and
different that people would think
their tnstc was low class.
On the other hand, the more
established schools have more students with position and money.
When one has money, no one questions his clothes sense or actici:s.
There is no one to question him,
for he is the one who "knows."
Pressures from within the University itself are curbing the "ins"
at Bowling Green also. Heels and
hose at BG football games are
hardly compatible with the parkas, tho "love-sick psnehos" —
one blanket with holes for two
heads — and the hand knit, Peruvian, head warmers which arc so
popular in the Ivy League circuit.
Thus, I am afraid that Bowling
Green students will never be the
leaders of the latest college crazes.
But us each semester passes, the
University ages a bit and who
knows? Perhaps in 50 years a
"way out" will be "in" at BG,
too.

Douiftrui Gran State Unlucrsitti

save

By William Tsui

Just as our Oriental ways appear unaccountable to you,
so do ycur Occidental ways appear equally unaccountable to
us. Suppose I set down a few of the customs, observed as an
Oriental foreign student here in the United States, which
seem strange to a Japanese.
It is early morning in a typical American home. You are
**«I>*^«^«>s>^^*^*«^«^«-a»^s»**a»-^S«'*^*aT-eT>a>.

RECOGNIZE ANYONE? That may bo the back of your head staring you In
the face. If It is. you were photographed as you pondered the close schedule
for next semester. If It Isn't you. It easily could have been, since the majority of
the students use the schedules lor planning their academic programs.

BG Hears Aims
Of Peace Corps
By Doris Davles
NEWS REPOHTEH
Peace Corps Day at Bowling Green sponsored by the
Student Education Association, was a day of both information and inspiration.
The program consisted of
three showings of a movie portraying the Peace Corps in action.
The movie was narrated by Dave
Garroway, news analyst and television personality. After each presentation, there was a question
and answer period led by Nathaniel Davis, a member of the
administrative staff of the Peace
Corps.
The method of application was
one of the points stressed throughout the day. The first step is to
pick up an application at the
Placement Office, .115B Administration Hldg., or write directly to
Peucc Corps, Office of Public Affairs, Washington 26, D.C. Tho
application forms arc quite complex and Mr. Davis remurked that
if one had enough stamina to survive completing the forms, he had
finished the worst part of the job.
Twelve references of the applicants' own choosing are part of
tho requirements for consideration. Candidates also arc required
to take a placement examination
which consists of two parts—one
for teachers and one for those interested in agriculture or crafts
and skills. Candidates may take
both or either of the tests, ami
they are not scored; they arc
iLsed as an indication of the field
for which the applicant is best
suited.
Invitations to the training sessions are sent to one out of every
five applicants. The chances of being accepted are better than the
statistics indicate. For instance,
many prospective members apply
although they have a family, and
as a result, aro immediately disqualified.
From one-half to one-third of
the invitations are accepted. Those
who accept are sent to school for
approximately
three
months,
where the candidates receive intensive training in the language
which will be spoken in their area
and in the local culture, history,
and politics.
Between 12 and 15 per cent of
the students drop out or are asked
to leave during this time. Of these
drop-outs, the number of college

10%

graduates is almost equal to that
of non-college students. This indicates that it is not so much what
you know when you get in, as it
is to what extent you apply yourself once you are there.
Those who complete the educational part of the program are
sent to the training base in Puerto Rico where physical training
is stressed. Life at the Puerto Rico base is similiar to an army
boot camp, and physical fitness
programs are scheduled for all.
Most candidates are of college
age, but there are many who are
cilder. The oldest member serving
at present is 7G. Bocause of the
degree of variance in the ages,
the same programs of mountain
climbing, rope swinging, and swimming are not required for everyone, but all must be in good physical condition.
Opportunities for service are
wide and diversified. Jobs range
from draftsmen and physicians in
the professional world to farmers and fishermen at the non-college level. More than :.0 per cent
of the Peace Corps volunteers are
serving without college degrees.
Most workers are a sort of "Jackof-all-trades."
How do Howling Green students
feel about dedicating two years
of their lives to the Peace Corps?
Of those questioned some were
seriously considering it. Common
remarks were: "It would really
make me appreciate my education.
I'd like to travel and see something. I always feel so good when
I'm doing something for someone else. I'd like to think I'm doing something to promote better
relations between the United
States nnd another country."

-NOWthru TUESDAY
BETTE
DAVIS

(Ed. Not*: William T. Tsui, ex
change tiudcnt from Japan, ltft
lhe following impressions with us
before* he left for homo Wednes
4ay. Tsui Is planning to return to
classes horo In September.)

resting on soft pillows and
spring beds. We are different
even while we sleep, since in
Japan people lie on hard beds and
rest their heads on firm pillows,
these used by the women are encased in wooden sheaths. Presently you awake.
You ill up and stretch your
facing In* foot of tho bod.
As wo In Japan rise, wo make a
turn BO that, when wo -stretch our■elves, w* have our faces turned
In the oppoelte direction, toward
the pillow. In brushing your
teeth, you devote as little time as
possible to the undertaking. We
try to take as long as possible. In
lac:. It Is not uncommon for a Jap
anese of the lower classes to be
seen out on a morning's walk In
the neighborhood of his home,
brushing his teeth. After washing
your faces, you us* a dry towel.
We wipe our faces with a moist
towel.
M1»M.

Yes, it seems we do things in
exactly the opposite way, even
saying grace. In American homes,
if grace is said, it is before food
is eaten by the living. In Japan,
prayers are recited only before
food that is proffered to the
dead. And, when we say grace, we
have our faces turned up, while
you pray with your faces turned
down. American and Kuropean
women in mourning wear black
dresses, whereas in Japan, women wear only white during this
sad period. On the other hand,
black is the conventional costume
worn at weddings in Japan.
Your people develop love before
marriage, and II very frequently
happens that this love grows less
Intense as the months pass after
the ceremony. Our people frequent
ly develop love only after the
marriage ceremony Is over; for In
the majority of cases, the man
and woman are not iu|flciently
well acquainted even to hold
hands during the period ol their
engagement.
In using a pair of scissors, your
womenfolk operate the handle end,

while we push together the tips.
You stand your umbrellas with
the handle end up; we stand ours
with the handle down. In carrying
a closed umbrella, you hold the
handle, but we dangle ours from
a string attached to the opposite
end. In entering a house, you first
of all take off your headgear. The
first thing we do is to remove our
footgear.
Our "after dinner" speeches
are made before dinner. In Japan,
people will wait hours, drinking
tea, before commencing to eat,
hut will leave as soon as the meal
is over. In western countries,
people object to waiting for their
meals but will stay hours after
their meals, drinking coffee.
Visitors to Japan frequently find
It difficult to keep from laughing
outright on observing some of
the ridiculous things we do In an
effort to effect western ways.
This Is especially true In the case
of English signboards. "Ladles
have fits Inside," you may read
over a dressmaker's shop; or
"Have your head cut here." over
a barber shop.
But there are thing in America
which seem just as ridiculous to
the Oriental eyes. For instance, in
New York, when I happened to
be walking on Fifth Avenue, I
beheld a sight which almost caused
me to hold my sides lest I burst
from laughter. For what should I
behold in midday and in the very
heart of one of the greatest cities
in the world but an American
woman pridefully walking along,
wearing a dark blue Japanese coat
or "happi coat," on the back of
which, in flaring red Japanese
character! six inches in height,
were the words "Fire Extinguisher." It was a coat patterned after
those issued by the Tokyo fire department.
So, hereafter, to the American
visitor in Japan who claims,
"Gosh, you're a strange people!"
permit to reply — in a spirit of
friendship, of course — "The same
to you."

\Clf:"»:
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JOAN
CRAWFORD

'WHATEVER HAPPENED
TO BABY JANE?"
SOON:

"CHAPMAN REPORT"
"MUSIC MAN'
"GYPSY"
"JUMBO"
"GIGOT"

Fountain Service
Breakfasts
Lunches
OPEN 7 A.M. TO 11 P.M.
Free Parking
and Delivery

CLIFF'S CAFE
— And CARRY OUT —
US W. MERRY ST.
Phone 353 2791

t © IMI, TNI COCA-COLA COMPANY COCA-COLA

off

on all
KLEVERS
JEWELRY STORE
121 N. Main St.

For

Christmas

Gifts

JACKETS

That Will

OVER 250 Jackets To Select From. Latest College
Styles. Also Largest Selection Of College Clothing
In This Area

Please Everyone

Bring this coupon in for 10% off

On Your List
MMMgrWreMrMeWMrMrWl

Open Monday,
Thursday & Friday
and Saturday Night*

You May Charge

GREAT
BETWEEN COURSES!
Get that refreshing new feeling with Coke!
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Ohio

Friday. Dec. 7. 1962
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Wrestlers Face
Miami Today

Falcons To Entertain
Canadian Champ ions
By Jim Kl*ckn«r
NEWS Spon. Editor
A championship Canadian team
meets a championship American
team when the Falcons entertain
the Western Ontario Mustangs tomorrow at 8 p.m. in Memorial
Hall.
Th* Falcons, ot court*, are dt
fondtnq champions ol lh« Mid
American Conlertnc* and are cur
rently ranked 10th in th» nation
by United Preti International. But
the Mustanqs have earned the till*
of Canada's top college basketball team, taking the Canadian
Senior Intercollegiate crown 14 ol
the past 17 years.
With Coach John Metras. the
Mustangs have won a total of 122
leaguo games, while losing only
20.
Not only have they had a
monopoly on the crown for a
length of time, but they have often turned in fine performances
against some of the top American
colleges.
This year,
besides
Bowling
Green, Western will meet Detroit,
DePaul, Canisius and Gannon of
Pennsylvania.
The Mustangs use games with
American schools as a warm-up
for Canadian competition, and because they ate willing to "take
their lumps" from U.S. schools,
the experience they get keeps
them ahead of other Canadian
schools in basketbull.
Western may suffer from u lack
of experience in the game with

Pros Draft
3 Falcon Stars
Three Falcon football players
have been drafted by clubs in
both the National and American
Football leagues. The drafts of
collegiate players was held Dec. 1
by the AFL and Dec. 3, by the
NFL.
Halfback Don Lisbon, tackle
Bob Reynolds and guard Gary
Sherman were all drafted.
In the NFL draft, Reynolds
was the second-round choice of
the St. Louis Cardinals, Lisbon
was a third-round pick of t h a
San Francisco -19'ers, and Sherman was a twentieth-round pick
of the Cleveland Browns.
In the AFL, Reynolds was a
fourth round pick of the Boston
Patriots and Sherman was the Patriot's twenty-first selection.
Other Mid-American Conference players selected in the draft
include Miami's Bob Jencks and
Tom Nomina, Toledo's Frank
Baker, and Ohio University's Dick
Shultz.

the Falcons. Three lettermen return from last year, and this group
includes only one starter.
Vacancies left through graduation were hard to fill. The leading
scorer and rebounder of last sea
son's champions, forward Don
McCrae and forward Whit Tuck
er have graduated. Last year's
first string pivot man. Jim Grit
lin. was severely Injured In a car
accident last spring, and he has
not hilly recovered. Guard Leo
Innocen'e has decided to forego
basketball to concentrate on his
law studies this year.
Innocentc. with 13 points, was
the leading Western scorer in last
year's
Bowling
Green-Western
game, won by the Falcons !»4-13.
Butch Komives was high for BG
with 23 points, and Nate Thurmond had 19.
Coach Harold Anderson probably will start the same lineup
against Western as in the Hillsdale game, with Thurmond at
center, Komives and Lyle Pepin
at guard, and Elijah Chatman and
Wavey Junior at forward.
Anderson was Impressed with
his reserve strength In the Hillsdale game. He mentioned Lyle
Pepin and Mel Gilbert as doing a
particularly good job. but was hap
py with the performances of everyone on the team.
This game can be considered
another breather for the Falcons
before they get into the "meat"
of their schedule with the Miami
game Dec. 12. However, the brand
of basketball BG displayed against
Hillsdale was an exciting one, and
the Falcons will have to keep winning big to remain in that top 10.
For these reasons alone, there
should be another good crowd in
Memorial Hall tomorrow night.

The Falcon wrestling team
travels to Miami today to meet
the Redskins in a dual meet.
Falcon coach, Bruce Bellard has
high regard for the team Bowling
Green beat last year, 14-11. He
said of the Redskins, "They have
a good team coming back, and will
be very tough." Miami is bolstered
by all-conference champ, Larry
Jannis. The Redskins finished
third in the MAC last year, and
according to pre-senson predictions, they are much improved.

1962 VARSITY SWIMMING TEAM U pictured abov*
Top row. loft lo right. Coach Scan Coopor. Dick Saylor,
manager, BUI White. Da** Boor. Howard Comitock. Rick
Pixley. Charles Vaughn. Paul Schrelber. Wayne StilHer. and
Mike Symons. Middle row. Bob Leece. Bob Leuten. Dan
Yoit, Roger Scuthworth. Mike Zinn. Marty Schenk. Tom

BG Seeks 7th Relays Crown
At W. Michigan Tomorrow
Conch Sam Cooper's swimmers
will travel to Western Michigan
for the 10th annual Mid-American
Conference Relays tomorrow. The
Falcons, who are the "team to
beat," will be after their seventh
MAC Relays crown.
Last year, Bowling Green's 7.ri
points placed the team far ahead
of Kent State's 51; followed by
Miami. 441 Ohio U., 28; and
Western Michigan, 2f».
In 1961, the 200-ynnl butterfly-breast stroke team of Rick
Pixley, Ray O/.muti, Frank Schiros,

ATO's Win IM Wrestling Title
Alpha Tau Omega won the intramural wrestling tournament on
Dec. 8, with a total of 18 points.
Sigma Chi and Theta Chi finished in a tie for second place
with 19 points each.
Pi Kappa Alpha and Beta Theta
Pi tied for third place with three
points each.
Individual champions, listed by
weight class are: 121 pounds
Bob Prcntiss, Sigmn Chi
128
pounds—John Papcke, Theta Chi;
136 pounds—Don Dillaman, Alpha
Tau Omega; 1-15 pounds--Boh
Steely, Theta Chi; 155 pounds—
Wally Hethke, independent; lfi.r>
pounds Steve Whiter. Sigma Chi;
175 pounds—Bill Taylor, Alpha
Tau Omega; and heavy-weight—
Wayne Smith, Alpha Tau Omega.
Lee Murray, Alpha Tau Omega,
is the 1962 all-campus badminton
champion.
Murray defeated Tom Hillhouse, Sigmn Phi Epsilon, in the

Begemen. Dan WolW. and Bob Knauer. Front row, Ray
Wlnckell. Clilf Conrad. Bud Stout. Al Erenttoft. Carson
Hounshell, Paul Stlfller. and Jelf Bradley, manager. Cornstock and PUley are team co captains. The Falcons will
open their regular season tomorrow at the MidAmerican
Conference Relays.

fraternity division, by scores of
17-14, 10-15, and 16-18.
In the Independent division,
Herb Strayer, graduate student,
defeated Gary Gamrath, sophomore. 15-12, H-15, and 18-18.
Murray then defeated Strayer
by scores of 10-15, 15*18, and 167.
e
• • •
The Health and Physical Education department is currently in
first place in the Faculty Intramural Volleyball Tournament with
three wins and no losses. The
standings are:
1.
Department
3
0
IIPE
2
Mathematics
1
Psychology
2
1
Air Force ROTC
1
2
0
:i
Army ROTC
Education
:i
0

w

•

♦

•

•

Harmon third floor beat the
Shatzelettes, 15-2, and 15.11, in
the Women's IntrnmurnI Volleyball Tournament Monday, Dec. 8,

and Marty Schenk set a new MAC
record of 1:54.2. Schiros anil Olmun have graduated but Schenk
and Pixley. along with Howard
Cotnstock and Bill White again
appear to be strong in the butterfly-breast stroke event.

lays, last week end and should be
ready for the MAC Relays.
"We always look forward to the
relays as one of our most important meets of the season," said
Cooper. "The boys are always up
for this one."

Other relay teams that arc expected to he strong this season
include the 400-yard medley relay squad of Dan Welter, Schenk.
Pixley, and Paul Schrelberg the
800-yui'd medley squad of Cornstock, Bob Leuten, and Mike Zinn;
200-yard backstroke men, Dan
Yoit, Comitock, Hob Leuten, and
Schrelber; and 400-yard free stylists, Mike Symons, Zinn, Waller,
and White.

Miami also has an MAC champion at the 157-pound division,
Dick Ornstein. Returning to the
team this year is a 1000 MAC
champion, Dick Flemming, at 130
pounds. Another outstanding Redskin is heavyweight Tim Stein,
who was third in the conference
last year.
Ray Steely, 123 pounds, Bob
Matirer, 130 pounds, and Dick
Keinhardt, 147 pounds, are probable starters for BG. Definite
starters in these first three weights
will be determined by "wrcstlcoffs," according to Bellard. Some
of the better sophomores are
eager to gain starting berths, and
the three lettermen will have to
work hard to protect their status
as starters.
Eric Braun. 157 pounds, Joe
Barnard,
107 pounds, Dennis
Sherman, 177 pounds, and Ron
Kreueger, heavyweight, will definitely be starters for the Falcons today.

South £*
Side O

Conch Cooper feels the team had
a good "tune-up" in its first meet
ol the year, the Grove City Re-

CARRY - OUT

PARTY FOODS

FIREPROOF

AND

XMAS TREES

BEVERAGES

all sizes

"Get Your Holiday Needs Here"

table trees
greens,
roping,
centerpieces
corsages
plants

OPEN 7 DAYS
Mon.—Thur.—911
FrL—Sat—9-12
Sun.—9-10

KLOTZ
FLOWER FARM

Corner Napoleon and Main St

End of South College Drive
Phone 3S3-3911

Phone 352-4581

Naturally It's Vested
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For A Traditional Appearance
I>C>(t«ICICI(«l«<<<«IC<(«M<CIXI(<«<«<(l(l<>(<CI«>CICW(>Mlg

FREE
A Christmas Gift From the
Clothes Rack ...
A Shirt and Tie of Your Choice —
Ladies Love

SHETLAND
Ladies are not fickle where
this classic Shetland sweater is concerned.
Available in pullover and
cardigan styles.

As Low As $5.95

EVERY MAN'S
CHEERLEADER
Sportsman or spectator, you'll cheer for the
"Gordon Dover Club" Shirt. Softly rolled buttondown medium-point collar is teamed with a
center plait in back and button on back of collar.
Perfect fit results from years of Arrow tailoring
know-how. Comfortable "Sanforized" cotton
Oxford cloth comes in this fall's leading
solid shirt colors. $5.00.

FREE
We are aivina ABSOLUTELY FREE a
shirt and tie of your choice, with each
suit purchased at the CLOTHES RACK.
The special offer is good until Dec. 24th.

;Srop In and Let the Clothes Rack
[Help You in Playing Santa!
MM

retlothes
JjUck

I BOWLING GMEN.OHK)

The Clothes Rack
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Tales And Tidbits

Kampus Kaleidoscope

Ideal Gifts
For Christmas
By Claudia
Social Editor
What to buy for whom, when
one has only one book of trading stamps left can present problems . . .
Many gift items are being featured during this holiday season.
Among these arc such useful gifts
as a special brush for wigs. The
brush is said to treat a wig as
gently as hair and an "exciting"
feature is that the number of times
needed
for dry-«leaning is reduced . . .
For the person on your gift list
who ice skates, perhaps he would
like the new cordless, batteryless,
do-it-yourself ice skate sharpener
that is mi the market . . .
Charles G. Eberly, a senior
majoring in chemistry, has received the Carter Ashton Jcnkens
Award from the national organization of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity. Eberly was given the
award for contributing the best

Dinner Features Foods
Of Foreign Nations
An international dinner, sponsored by Prof. Joseph C. Uuford's
world geography class, was held
Nov. 20.
Approximately 40 students of
Geography 1230 attended the dinner, which featured foods of 11
foreign nations.
The dinner, which was served
buffet style, included tropical
punch of Hawaii, antipasto of
Italy, olives of Greece, tomato
chutney of India, sauerkraut mit
apfeln of Germany, chicken paprikas of Hungary, meat halls of
Sweden, carrots vichy of Austria,
salad bowl of United States, croquenbouche of France, tea of Kussiu, and coffee of Hruzil.
After the dinner. Prof. Buford
showncil films of his trip last summer to Europe

Court News
Parking Olfense
John T. Urunton, guilty in absentia, fin I'll $1.
Harold M. De Nardi, second offense, guilty, fined $3 and one
week's
suspension of driving
privileges.
David A. Mo,..u, guilty in absentia, fined SI..
Russell A. Moritz, guilty, fined
$1.
Glen A. Norman, innocent.
Glen A. Norman, second offense,
innocent.
Thomas Perkins, guilty, fined
$1.
Robin B. Suttcr, guilty in absentia, fined $1.
Robin B. Sutter, second offense,
guilty in absentia, fined $3 and
one week's suspension of driving
privileges.
Ronald W. Wirtz, guilty, fined

Friday.

material to the Sig Ep "Journal,"
which is a national magazine . . .
As part of the UAO's social-interest committee's program, Mrs.
Nellie Bowles, a resident of
Bowling Green, recently displayed some easy-to-make Christmas
gifts. One gift idea was to make
slippers from washcloths, elastic,
and bell decorations . . ,
Recently elected officers of
Gamma Phi Beta sorority include
the following: Margaret A. Math
aucr, president; Barbara A. Randall, vice president; Linda E. List,
pledge trainer; Linda L. Burger,
corresponding secretary; Grace
A. Bellet, recording secretary;
Patti M. Giusto, treasurer; Sharon M. I.iiyil, scholarship; Slyvia
L. Kissel, standards; Carolyn S.
Francis, house chairman; and
Judith A. Mcsnick, stewardess . . .
One toy maker predicts that
more "toys for adults" may be
sold during this holiday season
than playthings for children . . .
From the UPI Ncwsfcatures
comes the word that the year's
newest Christmas cards reflect
tho oldest sentiments. The "big"
thing" in cards includes three-dimensional outdoor scenes, ones
with religious motif, and greetings
based on Victorian times — cards
with Christmas decorated satin
sachet pillows framed in lacy patterns of gold foil . . .
Members of Alpha Xi Delta and
Gamma Phi Beta sororities joined
voices to serenade the campus
with carols Dec. 4. Song leader
Patricia L. Wisniewski of Gnmmn
Phi Beta said the tradition of a
combined serenade is to help improve the relationship between
sororities and to "show the rest
of tho campus that Greek organizations are united."
The Way To Go — In order to
acquire extra dividends from Yuletide mistletoe, spiny it with clear
plastic or dip the stems in
melted wax. The Society of
American Florists says this will
prevent tho leaves from shriveling
and berries from falling. The last
thing one would want during the
holidays is falling mistletoe berries . . ,

Coming
ARNOLD
A1B
SOCIETY—Pledge
class will participate In a week end
survival training session at a local
conservation area this week end.
GAMMA DELTA—A Lutheran Mi.
sourl Synod organisation, is holding a
irim-the tree party at 7:30 tonight at
the Lutheran Student Center. 716 E.
Wooster St Sunday morning breakfast is being held at 9:30 ajn. at the
Center. A bullet dinner will be held
at 5:30 p.m., Sunday, at the Center.
NEWMAN CLUB I. having a Christmas Party from I to 11:30 tonight at
the Newman Hall. Music will be provided by the Colleglatei. Admission is
S.25. A Communion Breakfast will be
held In the Newman Hall lollowing the
9 a.m. Mass Sunday. Sister Mary Ines.

AWS Plans Caroling
For Monday Evening
The Association of Women Students will go Christmas caroling
from 7 to 8 p.m. Monday on the
campus.
"Big Sis" should invite "Little
Sis" to go caroling; with her, but
whether or not coeds have a "Big
Sis" or "Little Sis," all women
students arc encouraged to go by
AWS.
Those who arc going caroling
should meet at 7 p.m. Monday in
the area behind the Union. "Sweaters and slacks are appropriate
dress," said Martha E. Davenport,
chairman of the caroling committee.
Following the caroling, hot
chocolate and cookies will be
served to the singers in the dining
hall of Founders Quadrangle.

Official
Announcements
Sophomoras majoring ID el»m»n(ary
•ducallon should ha»» filed thalr
schadula ©nvslopas with Iht dsan of
iho College of Education. Thsia •nv«
lopas will be available for return by
Monday.
Psychology 204 scheduling has been
rearranged for next ■emeitei. Only two
large ssctlons with no restrictions on
enrollment are being offered. The Psy
etiology Department urges students to
enroll In this course In Its proper sequence.
Junior Class will hold a meeting at
11 a.m. Tuesday In the Pink Dogwood
Room to discuss the class project. Those
who did not recelre their copy of the
Junior Class Newsletter can get one
In the Student Activities Office In the
basement of Moseley Hall.

DM.

Discussion Groups

N D.. former dean of Notre Dame College. Cleveland, will speak about "The
Second Vatican Council."
CARNATION BOOM—Dave Melle
and his orchestra and the Bobby Hoi
kins combo will provide music for
dancing this week end. Dave Melle's
orchestra will play from I p-m. to
midnight Friday. The Bobby Hasklns
combo will play from 9 p.m. to midnight Saturday. Appropriate drese is
heels and hose for women and coats
and ties for the men. The theme Is
"Christmas."
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNI
VEBSITY WOMEN—Will hold its an
nual Christmas buffet supper at 5:30
p.m. Sunday. Dr. Alma J. Payne will
present a Christmas story. Members
who attend will then go to the presentation ol "The Messiah."
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION- Will
continue la hold general sessions lor
secondary methods classes for luulors.
Topics for the rest of the semester Include! "Behavior Problems in the
Classroom." by David G. Elsass. as
slstant dean of the College of Education; and "Lesson Plans In Teach
ing." by Dr. Ralph L. Beck, professor
of education. These sessions have been
set up to show the prospective teachers some of the problems encountered
in the high school classroom.
Going
NORTHWEST OHIO ASSOCIATION
OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION—Met
Tuesday In the Union to discuss theories and techniques of teaching. Dr.
Bruce R. Vogsll. associate professor
of mathematics, spoke on the topic.
"The Teaching of Modern Mathematics."
and five members of the romance
languages department presented a
panel discussion.
ARMY RESERVE OFFICER TRAIN
ING CORPS CADETS—Meet on Mon
days. Wednesday. Fridays, and during common hour for an hour ol work
Involving physical
fitness, bayonet
training, ludo. and Individual soldier
•kills. Membership Is on a voluntary
basis.
SOCIOLOGY CLUB—Held a meeting
at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday In the River
Room. Robert N. Whllehursl, instructor
In sociology, talked about t b e
"Changing Roles In the American
Family."
WORKSHOP PLAYERS—Met at 7 p.m.
Wednesday In the Capital Room. The
19(3 KEY picture was taken.

Curbstone
"How Much Censorship of Literature — If Any" will be the
topic discussed at Curbstone at
3:30 p.m. Monday in the Ohio
Suite. Featured speakers will be
Dr. Edgar F. Daniels, assistant
professor of English, and Dr.
Thomas L. Kinney, instructor in
English.
At last Monday's meeting H.
Theodore Groat, instructor in
sociology, blamed a large decline
in the death rate, rather than any
sizable increase in the birth rate
for the world population problem.
Mr. Groat proposed three solutions to the problem: economic development, scientific application in
agriculture, and three demographic ideas, which were migration,
increase in the death rate, or a
decrease in the birth rate.
He concluded his talk by stating, "While I believe that everything should be done to increase
the food supply, it would seem
useless if, at the same time, some
of these steps are not taken."

that it would be for their own
good," he stated.
The basic problem with all plans
to combat the population problem
was sumeed up by Mr. Groat with
this comment: "Normal people and
healthy rabbits find it tough to
change their habits."

Classifieds
LOSTi Silver Elgin watch with
black cord band. Reward. Contact
Shirley Brown. 403 Mooaey Hall. e»l.
2(1.
LOST: Pair oi brown frame eye
glasses between the Union and Worn
en's Gym. Reward. Contact Marge Zychoskl. 403 Lowrv.
LOST: Black and white eyeglasses
In green case in Nesl. Reward. Contact Sandra fee. 4S7 East Hall.
FOR RENT: Nice, private furnished
apartment Three room. bath. Harry
Mathlas. 353 4411.
DAVE BROWNING'S first record
"Scarlet Ribbons" at Blgelows. Union.

Dr. Jacob Verduin, chairman of
the department of biology, suggested sterilization of a certain
number of males and females to
obtain a certain degree of "pedigree' and thereby eliminate mental and physical handicaps.

FOR SALE: U.S.. U.N. and Canada
first day covers. Mint and need VS.
and Foreign stamps for collectors. Empire Stamp. 523 Hickory. Perrysburg.

"This would work only on a
volunteer basis, and people would
have to be educated to the fact

FOR BALE: Valve trombone, large
suitcase, excellent condUoo. Good
buy. 353 0332.

VOLK
Robert Repine
INCORPORATED
203 N. Main

Ph. 422(424

Flndlay O.

Did you win a
HERE ARE
THE FIRST

WINNING
NUMBERS!
(10 CONSOLATION
..PRIZES, TOO!),

1.
2.
3.
4.

IMPORTANT! If you hold any of the 5 winning
numbers, claim your Pontiac Tempest LeMans
Convertible in accordance with the rules on the
reverse of your license plate.

II.
Improper Display ol Decal
Richard A. Jordan, guilty, fined
$1.
Ronald W. Wirtz, innocent.

All claims for Tempests and Consolation
Prizes must be sent via registered mail, postmarked by Dec. 26. 1962 and received by the
judges no later than December 31. 1962.
If you hold a consolation prize number, you win
a 4 speed Portable Hi-Fi Stereo Set. "The Waltz" by
RCA Victor. Or, you may still win a Tempestl (See
official claiming rules on reverse of your license
plate, and observe claiming dates given above.)

Be a Dear... send

NORCROSS
CHRISTMAS CARPS
GIFT WRAPS
;<j ■ oi.

B159345
A063168
C625641
B898060

5. C479646
CONSOLATION
PRIZE NUMBERSI

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

B258729 6.
C065695 7.
A014505 8.
C403887 9.
C001596 10.

C233412
C375972
B398344
A487788
A121605

BM GRAND PRIX 50
Sweepstakes for colleges only

More than 50 times the chance to win than if open to the general public.

45 Tempests to go!
Get set for the next lap... 10 more Tempests and
15 more consolation prizes! Pick up an entry blank
where you buy cigarettes. Enter now—enter often.
Any entry received by January 18th can win one of
the 45 Tempests still to go) Of course, entries
you've already submitted are still in the running!
EXCLUSIVE FOR THE GIRLS!

Untuergitp &ljop
sn IAST WOOtTUI ST. • PHONI JU-S1U
■OWLINO GREEN. OHIO

Gifts

Young's
156 N.Maln St

Ohio University at Athens. Ohio
Miami University at Oxford. Ohio
Purdue University at Lafayette. Indiana
Ohio State University at Columbus. Ohio

7. 1962

If you win e Tempest you may
choose Instead a thrilling expense-paid 2-week Holiday in
Europa-for two! Plus $500
In cashl

Get with the winners.
far ahead In smoking satisfaction!
Sea th» Pont.me Ttmpstt it your naarby Pontiac Dealer I

